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Public Policy Has Encouraged
Expansion of Mortgage Credit
• For
F more than
th 35
35 years, expanded
d d access tto morttgage
credit has been an explicit American policy goal
• HMDA was passed to ensure that banks and other
depository institutions in inner city areas “reinvested”
by making home mortgage credit available to
residents.
residents
• Subprime mortgage industry evolved as lenders
developed flexible contracts and applied risk
risk-based
based
pricing to grant mortgage credit to non-prime
borrowers
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The Policy Debate Has Changed
•
•
•

Expanded access to mortgage credit an American policy goal
HMDA passed to ensure that banks “reinvested” by making home
mortgage credit available to residents.
Subprime mortgage industry evolved as lenders developed flexible
contracts and applied risk-based pricing to grant mortgage credit to
non-prime borrowers

• In recentt years, th
the housiing poli
licy debate
d b t has
h shifted
hift d
from “access to credit” to “affordability of credit”
• High
High-cost
cost mortgages are now viewed as impediments
to asset- and wealth-building by low-income and
minority households

Subprime Lenders are Increasingly
the Target of Criticism for Excessive
Pricing, Unfair Contractual Terms
• Subprime designation is being equated to
“overp
priced”
• Higher incidence of subprime loans for minority
groups, relative to white borrowers, is equated to
discriminatory targeting
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Prior to 2004
2004, HMDA Data Are Silent
on Questions of Pricing Fairness
• Until 2004, HMDA contained no pricing information
• All past studies that analyze HMDA data to infer
pricing problems are speculative, at best
• There may well be problems with overpricing to some
groups in some neighborhoods, but the HMDA data
can’tt confirm it – and were not designed to do so.
can
so

The Enhanced HMDA Data
• 2004 HMDA data
t will
ill contai
t in lloan price
i infformati
tion
(APR) for the first time, for higher priced loans
• The release marks a
an
n important step forward in
identifying actual high-cost loans => better
approximation of the nature of the subprime market
• BUT, the new data still have significant limits for
addressing pricing fairness
– Insufficient detail to determine why a loan has a higher APR
– Many factors relevant to price determination are missing

• Some of these missing factors are known to be
correlated with race and ethnicity of borrowers
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Overview of Seminar Sessions
• History and Evolution of HMDA
• Mortgage Pricing 101: Determinants of price in
mortgage markets
• The regulator’s view of new HMDA data; strengths,
limitations and usefulness.
• Research persp
pective on the value of the new HMDA
data for assessing pricing fairness

